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DAMAGE TO TREES IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST EcosystemS CAN OCCUR AT ANY POINT IN A TREE’S DEVELOPMENT. OF THE THREE GENERA OF VOLES, Microtus IS THE LARGEST AND MOST Destructive TO WESTERN FOREST EcosystemS. VOLES, LIKE MANY small Rodent SPECIES, HAVE THE ABILITY TO PRODUCE NUMEROUS LITTERS IN A SINGLE YEAR AND FEMALES ARE MATURE 30-40 DAYS AFTER THEY ARE BORN. AVERAGE LITTER SIZE IS THREE PUPS, AND FEMALES CAN PRODUCE A LITTER EVERY 21 DAYS. WITH THIS TYPE OF REPRODUCTIVE CAPABILITY, IT IS EASY TO SEE WHY VOLE POPULATIONS CAN RAPIDLY EXPAND IN IDEAL HABITATS.

VOLES CAN BE A LARGE PROBLEM ESPECIALLY ON SMALL TREE FARMS WHERE THE UNDERSTORY IS MOSTLY COMPRISED OF GRASSES. SMALL HOLES AND RUNWAYS THROUGH GRASSY AREAS OFTEN SIGNIFY VOLE PRESENCE. VOLES FEED ON YOUNG TREE ROOTS, USUALLY STRIPPING THEM AND LEAVING POINTED TIPS. IN ADDITION, THEY WILL ALSO FEED ON STEMS AND CAUSE SOME GRIDLING OF SEEDLINGS. CIRCULAR MARKS ON GRIDLED SEEDLINGS ARE CHARACTERISTIC OF VOLE DAMAGE. BARRIERS AROUND TREES AND RODENTICIDES HAVE BEEN USED TO REDUCE VOLE DAMAGE. HOWEVER, WITH RODENTICIDES IT IS IMPORTANT TO FIRST REDUCE THE VEGETATION SO THAT THE RODENTICIDE CAN REACH THE RUNWAYS. THE BEST MEANS OF VOLE CONTROL IS THROUGH HABITAT MODIFICATION. REDUCTION OF GRASSES AND VEGETATION THROUGH MOWING, PLOWING OR HERBICIDES REDUCES THE ATTRACTION OF AN AREA FOR VOLES.

HARES, RABBITS AND PIKAS MAKE UP THE FAMILY Lagomorpha. Pikas are restricted to the eastern drier areas, generally occurring in rock outcrops. Small piles of grass and other forbs in rockslides are good evidence of pika presence. In the Pacific Northwest, the snowshoe hare is the most widely distributed rabbit species. Hares leave large angular 45-degree toothmarks and sometimes wood chips at the base of damaged trees. Seedlings less than one-quarter inch are preferred; however, in winter, hares will feed on the bark of trees.

Several methods of control have been employed, including Vexar tubing to protect seedlings and hunting, both of which can be costly. Removing hiding cover with herbicides is another potential method to reduce damage; however, this may affect habitat use by other wildlife. Success at reducing damage has been noted with planting larger seedling stock and with some repellents. The Olympia Field Station is continuing to test and develop additional repellents to reduce hare damage.

The porcupine is the second largest North American rodent (stream beaver is the largest) and has modified dorsal hairs better known as quills. With its muscular tail and long claws, the porcupine is well adapted for climbing trees. Porcupines feed on herbaceous foliage on the ground in the spring and summer, and in fall and winter can be found foraging on trees. Clipped needles, bark chips and quills at the base of trees are prime indicators of porcupine activity. Porcupines strip the bark from trees and leave horizontal teeth marks in addition to clipping stems.

Young pole trees are preferred in the winter and crowns of trees are the most susceptible. Porcupine damage is then evident in the summer when the crowns appear dead. Although fencing does work to protect areas, it is time consuming and expensive. Trapping and hunting are the most reliable methods for reducing damage by porcupines. Further testing of porcupine-specific attractants is being conducted at NWRC.
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